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Note 

An Improved Polynomial Representation for the Delta Function, 6(~q1~) 

In numerical studies, it is often convenient to represent the delta function on the 
interval [-I, l] as a series of Legendre polynomials. The usual representation is [I] 

Mp, PO) = 2 (qq P&l ~z(cLo), 
Z=O 

(1) 

which converges to a delta function on the interval [- 1, l] as N approaches infinity. 
However, there are several disadvantages to this representation. First, and most 
important, the convergence of S,&, po) to S& - ,uo) is very nonuniform in pO. 
Second, the functions 6, are not positive definite, which can be a problem in certain 
situations. 

We first discuss the rates of convergence of the family 6, and then present what we 
feel to be an improved representation for 6(F” - po) which is positive definite and 
yields more nearly uniform convergence. 

The convergence of 6, . To show how nonuniform the convergence of 6, can be, 
we compute the ratios SN(l, l)/S,(l, 0) and S,(O, 0)/S&l, 0), both of which 
must converge to infinity as N approaches infinity. We employ Stirling’s formula and 
find 

P,,(O) = (--1)l 2% R5 (-1)” (-#2. I> 1. 

We now use Eq. (2) in the definition of 6, to obtain the results 

(2) 

(W 

(3b) 

* In Eqs. (3), fractional integers represent the appropriate integer parts of the fractions; i.e., a/2 
is the greatest integer less than 42. 
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for N > 2cr, LX > 1, where A is independent of N because a is determined by the 
condition that the error in Stirling’s formula be small. Similarly we obtain 

I SN(O, 111 = I SN(l, w 

=--l 41 + 1 
e 1 c 2-- 

LO 

= A’ + 

Now we group the terms at I = 2m and I = 2m + 1 together with the result 

I a~@, 111 EZ A’ + &F 1 y (2t2m)‘12 + 2t2,&,2 
m=a/z 

- 2(2m f 1)1/2 - 1 
2(2m + 1)112 )I 

= A’ + -& 1 nLz2 (2(2mY2 (I - (1 + .‘,)““, 

+ l 2(2m)1/2 (1 - (1 + &)-liz)I 

or, using m > 1, 

1 
=A’+- l 3.912 2(2m)3/2 

again for N > 2 01, OL > 1 with A’ independent of N. (In Eq. (3c), we have changed the 
sums into integrals to evaluate the estimates.) Therefore, our ratios are 

/ sN(l, l)/s,(o, 1)l - N3’2, 

1 S&O, O)jS,(l, 0)l - N1’2. 
(4) 

Thus we see that 6, converges much more rapidly for pa = 1 than for CL,, = 0. 

An improved representation. We start by listing several properties we would like an 
improved representation sN to have: 

6) gNb-% PO> + % - PO) more nearly uniformly in pO, 
(ii> 8NoL, pa) 2 0, 
(iii) The angular half-width of gN should be approximately independent of PO . 
(iv) 8, must be expressible in terms of PO , PN . 

Condition (iii) requires some explanation. In many physical problems the angular 
half-width of the source is the relevant parameter, not its width in p; therefore, we 
adopt condition (iii). 
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To satisfy these conditions we attempt a representation of S@ - pO) in terms of 
Chebyshev polynomials [ 11, T&J) = cos n(cos-l cl>. A brief calculation with geometric 
series results in 

1 

= 1 sin N(B + 8,) cot (0 + 4J (0 - 4) (5) 
2 + jj sin N(B - e,) cot 2 , 

0 = cos-l &), BO = COS-~(&, which does converge to S& - pO) (to within a constant 
factor). Furthermore, it is easy to show that FN converges approximately uniformly 
in CL,, and has approximately constant angular width. However, it is not positive 
definite and it only converges as N to S& - CL,,). 

We may eliminate both of these problems by averaging FN over N and then sub- 
tracting off part of the result. We define 

c,8, = 

N-l 

I$ Fn iiTN<cL> TN(!%) - 

= sin2 No + 4) Cot2 (0 + 4) + sin2 N(e - 0,) Cot2 (0 - 8,) 
2 2 2 2 

N-l 

Examining the center line of (6) it is easy to see that 8, converges to S&. - pO) as N2. 
In addition, it is clear that 8, is positive definite. 

If faster convergence is required, subsequent averages may be performed on 8, , i.e., 

It can easily be seen that gNrn converges to S& - p,,) as N”+2/(m + 2)!. In the 
Appendix we give a simple, fast, method for representing the T,, in terms of Legendre 
polynomials. 

Summary. We have constructed an improved representation for S& - pO) which 
is positive definite, has approximately uniform convergence, and has approximately 
constant angular width. 

APPENDIX 

Here we show how to represent T,, in terms of P, . Consider 
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First note that odd II only couples with odd I and vice versa; therefore instead of 
needing a 40 x 40 array to store the C,,r ’ only two arrays 20 x 20 are needed, halving 
the storage space required. Using the differential equations for T,, , PI and the standard 
recursion relations, one obtains 

[h-z-2) /21 
(n” - I”> CLZ + v+ 1) c G1+2+2r = 0, W) 

T=0 

which determines all of the C,,, except C,,, . These may be determined by matching 
the coefficients of the highest power of p in P, and T, , yielding 

co.0 = 1, Cl,, = 1, and (n !)” C,,, = 2”-12n - . 
(2n)! (A3) 

Thus, all of the C,,, may be determined without calculating the coefficients of all the 
PI , T, or performing a large number of integrals. 
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